SPACES

Kitchen

Accessories

What’s cookin’, good lookin’? Inject some serious style into the
kitchen space with these design-savvy essentials.
WORDS: Natasha Pavez

Nice, Different, Unusual

Vino lovers, rejoice – now your décor can pay
homage to your tipple of choice. The Ustensil
Wine Bottle Holder from So Unusual is made from
recycled wine bottles, carefully smoothed into the
signature perfect finish you see, and holds anything
from kitchen utensils to a kitchen garden. $49,
sounusual.com.au

Bottled Up

Seeing Red

Lorraine Lea’s microfibre kitchen towel set is a
brightly bold addition to your kitchen – that red is
a serious pop of colour which your décor will love.
Each pack contains three towels with their own
cute design, perfect for injecting personality into
pared-back kitchens. lorrainelea.com

Modernism is on the menu – the edgy rubber
Bottle Grinders are the coolest take on salt
and pepper grinders we’ve seen of late, without
veering into kitsch. Easy to use, beautifully
designed and featuring a powerful ceramic
grinder, you won’t go back to plastic grinders
again. $119, granitelane.com.au

Losing Our
Marbles

A darker take on the marble
and wood trend, the Amalfi
tableware range is a modern
gourmand’s dream. A variety
of products, from cheese
boards to condiment sets,
make coordinating your dining
dreams incredibly easy – and
they’ll last for years in both
style and design.
amalfihomewares.com.au

Juggling Act

Crisp, clean and minimalist,
the Nordic Decors Nordic
Jug and lidded bowl adds
some classic charm to any
table setting, holding a variety
of goodies to complement
your favourite feeds. Bonus
– they’re oven, microwave
and dishwasher safe. From
$54, nordicdecors.com.au
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A Good Egg

Eggs and soldiers are getting a revival, so get
ready to dine in retro style. Melody Maison’s
wooden eggs and soldiers board evokes a
farmhouse feel with this solid wooden board,
featuring a dedicated place to seat the hero of
your dish. melodymaison.co.uk
queenslandhomes.com.au
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